HDD EQUIPMENT
FOR PROFESSIONALS
PRODUCT PROGRAM

OUR STORY

Dedication mixed with 30 years
of experience
When you need equipment and parts for horizontal
or vertical drilling, SiteTec is your partner. We offer
specific and flexible solutions for mixing, storage,
recycling and pumping units. We will make sure that
the equipment suits any job!
Our 30 years of experience and knowledge in the drilling industry ensures that
we build units of the highest quality that are reliable and efficient. All units are
designed using our extensive experience. We only supply top end units, built for
highest performance and durability.
SiteTec units have the quickest rig-up and rig-down time. Their compact built
makes them efficient for transport and suitable for even the smallest jobsite.
Features like foldable walkways, hook arm lift system or forklift pockets and
special airbladders that do not need fixation before transport are standard.
Even though our units have the smallest footprint, they are designed to be easy
accessible for service.
We believe a good product needs to be supported by great service. That is why
SiteTec is always there for its customers. By phone, mail on jobsites and in-house
service; our specialized mechanics are there for you!

HDD EQUIPMENT
FOR PROFESSIONALS
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We have your needs covered
EXPERT ADVISE
Only with the right selected units the maximum is
achieved from the drilling rig! Using our 30 years
of experience we are able to assist and recommend
customers for the perfect combination.
FULL SUPPORT
Our service does not stop after we sold a unit.
Our specialized staff is there to fully support our
customers. We offer you advice, support, rental
equipment, service on jobsites and in-house.
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EXPERT INCLUDED
When we say ‘expert included’, we mean it! Our team
is knowledgeable and eager to be of full support.
PARTS & TOOLS
SiteTec offers additional parts and tools for all
equipment used on drilling job sites. We understand
the importance of preventing machine down time.
Therefore, in our warehouse of 350 m³, we keep stock
of most equipment and parts, ready for dispatch the
same day.
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MIXING UNITS

MIXING UNITS

M125B	125 ltr/min | 2200 x 750 x 1650 mm
(LxWxH) | 260 kg

M250D	250 ltr/min | 2300 x 2460 x 2350 mm
(LxWxH) | 900 kg

M405D	400 ltr/min | 2300 x 2460 x 2350 mm
(LxWxH) | 1540 kg

M705D DUAL TANK

M1000EG	1000 ltr/min | 6060 x 2450 x 1750 mm
(LxWxH) | 5500 kg

M1010D	1000 ltr/min | 4500 x 2450 x 2500 mm
(LxWxH) | 2500 kg

700 ltr/min | 2300 x 3950 x
2350 mm (LxWxH) | 1740 kg

Mixing units are used to mix drilling fluid during horizontal or vertical
drilling projects. Our units are built to mix bentonite, grout and other
drilling fluids.
This range of mixing units varies in mixing capacity of 125 up to 4000 litres per minute. We have built the first
mixing unit 20 years ago and we have continued to improve these units ever since. We learn from our customers
and incorporate their user experience in our design. We have optimized our range of mixing units to the highest
standards available. Any customer’s choice of RAL-color is possible. Other requirements or wishes of customers
and operators can be adjusted in all units.

MAIN FEATURES
The curved tank bottom is built for optimal
flow and prevents settling
Agitation by means of venturi and in tank
nozzle system
Electrically driven or run with a stage
V diesel engine
Intake and connection for recycled mud
Equipped with water filter
Optional crane
Small footprint
6

Efficient logistics
Easy operation
Easy maintenance
Thick steel piping
Extreme duty, extremely reliable
Plug and play unit
Quickest rig-up and rig-down time
CE certification of conformity and manual
are included

M2000E	2500 ltr/min | 6200 x 2440 x 2650 mm (LxWxH) | 6500 kg

M2502E	2500 ltr/min | 7200 x 2450 x 2600 mm (LxWxH) | 9500 kg

M4000E	4000 ltr/min | 12000 x 2450 x 2600 mm (LxWxH) | 9000 kg

WWW.SITETEC.NL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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PUMPING UNITS

PUMPING UNITS

P500D	500 ltr/min @ 50 bar | 4000 x 1450 x
2250 mm (LxWxH) | 4100 kg

P1000D	1000 ltr/min @ 70 bar | 5000 x 2300 x
2400 mm (LxWxH) | 8500 kg

P1000DH	1000 ltr/min @ 50 bar | 3000 x 2300 x
2400 mm (LxWxH) | 6500 kg

P1400D	1400 ltr/min @ 50 bar | 5230 x 2350 x 2560
mm (LxWxH) | 8500 kg

P1500D	1500 ltr/min @ 70 bar | 6220 x 2350 x 2560
mm (LxWxH) | 8500 kg

P2500D	2500 ltr/min @ 100 bar | 6000 x 2440 x
2600 mm (LxWxH) | 14000 kg

Pumping units are used to pump drilling fluids to the drill rig during
a horizontal or vertical drilling. Our units are built to pump bentonite
based liquids, grout and other drilling fluids.
Our range of pumping units varies in capacity of 10 up to 3500 litres per minute and up to 150 bar. We have built
the first pumping unit 20 years ago and we have continued to improve these units ever since. We learn from our
customers and incorporate their user experience in our design. We have optimized our range of pumping units
to the highest standards available. Any customer’s choice of RAL-color is possible. Other requirements or wishes
of customers and operators can be adjusted in all units.

MAIN FEATURES
Units are either fully hydraulic, electrically
driven or equipped with a (stage V) diesel engine
Mechanical and electronic safety features
Super silent: designed to run under full load
with closed doors
Small footprint
Efficient logistics
Easy operation
Easy maintenance
Thick steel piping
Extreme duty, extremely reliable
Plug and play unit
Quickest rig-up and rig-down time
CE certification of conformity and manual
are included
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ENGINE BRANDS
Hatz
Caterpillar
Cummins
John Deere
Kubota

PUMP BRANDS
FMC
Kerr
Gardner Denver
SiteTec ST250
Schafer & Urbach
ORUC
Ellis Williams

P2500EG650 2
 500 ltr/min @ 100 bar | 6000 x 2440 x 2600 mm (LxWxH) | 14000 kg
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RECYCLING UNITS

RECYCLING UNITS

R250E compact 250 ltr/min | 2250 x 1600 x 2000
mm (LxWxH) | 2500 kg

R300E compact 300 ltr/min | 2440 x 1750 x
2440 mm (LxWxH) | 2500 kg

R500E compact 500 ltr/min | 2500 x 2500 x
2300 mm (LxWxH) | 3830 kg

R1000EG compact 1000 ltr/min | 4000 x 2450 x
2600 mm (LxWxH) | 7200 kg

R1500E 2500 ltr/min | 6000 x 2440 x 2600 mm
(LxWxH) | 9800 kg

R2000E compact 2000 ltr/min | 6000 x 2450 x 2580
mm (LxWxH) | 9800 kg

Recycling units are used to recycle drilling fluids. This process
enables you to reuse drilling fluids during horizontal or vertical
drilling projects.
When working with drilling fluids it is regulatory economically and ecologically interesting to recycle on the
jobsite. Therefore, in the 20 years of our existence, we have improved and mastered our recycling units.
Our range of recycling units varies in capacity of 250 up to 4000 liters per minute. We learn from our customers
and incorporate their user experience in our design. We have optimized our range of recycling units to the
highest standards available. Any customer’s choice of RAL-color is possible. Other requirements or wishes of
customers and operators can be adjusted in all units.

MAIN FEATURES
Parallel shakers
Units are fully electrically driven
Max 20% in and ‹1% going out @ 60 sec
viscosity 1.2 gr/cc spec. gravity.
Small footprint
Efficient logistics
Easy operation
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R2500E 2500 ltr/min | 7600 x 2400 x 2500 mm (LxWxH) | 12500 kg

Easy maintenance
Thick steel piping
Extreme duty, extremely reliable
Plug and play unit
Quickest rig-up and rig-down time
CE certification of conformity and manual
are included
WWW.SITETEC.NL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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MIX PUMP UNITS

MP250DH 250 ltr/min @70 bar | Integrated on truck | Extra 3000 ltr tank

MP300DH 300 ltr/min @70 bar | Integrated on truck | Extra 3000 ltr tank

MP502DH 500 ltr/min @70bar | integrated on truck | Extra 3000 ltr tank

MP750DH 750 ltr/min @70 bar | integrated multi lift system

MP750DH 750 ltr/min @70 bar | integrated multi lift system

MP1000E 1000 ltr/min @70bar | integrated multi lift system

MIX PUMP UNITS
SiteTec has designed many mud plants, like a mixing and pumping
unit in one. As a result we can keep the footprint compact.
We use an external inlet on your drilling rig for drilling fluid under pressure. This is how the on-board pump of
your rig will be by passed. From the external pump and in the same unit, the mixing tank is integrated. Normally
the full remaining power used by the on board pump; is now available for push or pull an torque on your rig.
SiteTec offers different kind of mix pump units. We offer standard mix pump units or custom built mix pump units.

MAIN FEATURES
Mixing and pumping in one compact unit
Optional crane
The curved tank bottom is built for optimal flow
and prevents settling
Agitation by means of venturi and in tank nozzle
system
Units are either fully hydraulic, electrically driven
or equipped with a stage V diesel engine
Mechanical and electronic safety features
Super silent: designed to run under full load with
closed doors
Intake and connection for recycled mud
Equipped with water filter
Small footprint
Efficient logistics
Easy operation
Easy maintenance
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Thick steel piping
Extreme duty, extremely reliable
Plug and play unit
Quickest rig-up and rig-down time
CE certification of conformity and manual are
included

ENGINE BRANDS
Hatz
Caterpillar
Cummins
John Deere
Kubota

PUMP BRANDS
FMC
Kerr
Gardner Denver
SiteTec ST250
Schafer & Urbach
ORUC
Ellis Williams
MP1000DHC 1000 ltr/min @70 bar | integrated multi lift system | Complete
crane 4,5 ton
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STORAGE UNITS

ST1200E	 12 m³ | 6000 x 2400 x 1200 mm (LxWxH) | 3000 kg

ST1500E 15 m³ | 6030 x 2400 x 1500 mm (LxWxH) | 4200 kg

ST2000E	 20 m³ | 6030 x 2400 x 2000 mm (LxWxH) | 4200 kg

ST2500E 25 m³ | 6030 x 2400 x 2500 mm (LxWxH) | 5300 kg

STORAGE UNITS
Storage units are used to store drilling fluids during a horizontal or
vertical drilling project. They collect the excess cleaned drilling fluid
of the recycling unit, which enlarges the storage capacity.
Our range of storage units vary in storage capacity of 10m3 up to 55m3. We have built the first storage unit 20 years
ago and we have continued to improve these units ever since. We learn from our customers and incorporate their
user experience in our design. We have optimized our range of storage units to the highest standards available.
Any customer’s choice of RAL-color is possible. Other requirements or wishes of customers and operators can be
adjusted in all units.

MAIN FEATURES
The curved tank bottom is built for optimal flow
and prevents settling
Agitation by means of venturi and in tank nozzle
system
Electrically driven or run with a stage V diesel
engine
Centrifugal pumps are electrically driven
Outlet is automatically controlled
Optional charge pump filter
Small footprint
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Efficient logistics
Easy operation
Easy maintenance
Thick steel piping
Extreme duty, extremely reliable
Plug and play unit
Quickest rig-up and rig-down time
CE certification of conformity and manual
are included

ST4000E 40 m³ | 12000 x 2400 x 2600 mm (LxWxH) | 9000 kg
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CUSTOM BUILT UNITS

M1000EG	1000 ltr/min | Electrically driven | Built-in generator

R1000EG	1000 ltr/min | Built in generator | Integrated multi lift system

M1000EC	1000 ltr/min | 20 ft ISO container | Complete crane 6,5 ton

MT8x6E

P750E	750 ltr/min @70 bar | electrically driven

MP250DH

MP1000DHC	1000 ltr/min @70 bar | integrated multi lift system | Complete
crane 4,5 ton

P2500EG650	2500 ltr/min | Electrically driven | Built-in generator

CUSTOM BUILT UNITS
Most of our equipment is standardized and based on tested concepts.
Because we like to fulfil all customers’ needs and wishes, we also
construct custom built units. These are challenging and innovative
projects!

mixing table with 8 x 6 x 14 Amteq centrifugal pump

A unit with a higher capacity, a different engine brand, PTO driven, a bigger tank, built in a truck, on a trailer, on
tracks, a stationary solution or any other option, everything is possible! We take the wishes of the customer and
their operators into account. Contact us, together we explore all possibilities for the best solution of every project.

MAIN FEATURES
All wishes of customer are taken into account
Small footprint
Efficient logistics
Easy operation
Easy maintenance
Thick steel piping
Extreme duty, extremely reliable
Plug and play unit
Quickest rig-up and rig-down time
CE certification of conformity and manual are
included
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250 ltr/min @70 bar | Built on truck | Extra 3000 ltr tank
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OTHER UNITS

OTHER UNITS

Piperollers | STR500 max load 1000 kg | 500 mm |
510 x450 x 230 mm (LxWxH) | 20 kg

Piperollers | STR800 max load 5000 kg | 800 mm |
1210 x 600 x 570 mm (LxWxH) | 215 kg

Piperollers | STR1400 max load 10000 kg |
1200mm | 1500 x 700 x 600 mm (LxWxH) | 360 kg

Slurrypump | PS3E Galvanized frame with hoist
eye | 175 kg

Slurrypump | PS4E Galvanized frame with hoist
eye | 300 kg

Slurrypump | PS6E Galvanized frame with hoist
eye | 350 kg

STBR 90x90 Bundle pipe roller

Chargepump | PM6E 220 m³/hour | 2100 x 800 x
1500 mm (LxWxH) | 600 kg

Chargepump | PM4E 125 m³/hour | 2100 x 800 x
1500 mm (LxWxH) | 550 kg

Roller Slings 160-300 mm | 2000 mm (L) | 2000 kg
300-600 mm | 3000 mm (L) | 2000 kg
600-900 mm | 2000 mm (L) | 2000 kg

Shale shaker | 3000 ltr/min | 3300 x 2440 x 1500
mm |1500 kg

Stairs Available up to 4 mtr high

In addition to the different units, we offer additional equipment that
is required on a job site. All equipment is developed and optimized
with user experience.

MAIN FEATURES
Submersible Pit pumps
Electric driven
Extremely compact
Best price - quality level
Vacuum Pit pumps
Hose with strainer
Electric or diesel drivin
Self-priming pumps
Unique performance in effluent disposal and
slurry handling
18

Transfer, booster pumps
Made to feed high pressure pumps
Long distance pumping
Piperollers
Available in different sizes and weight
Stackable
Rollerslings & certified stairs
Available in different sizes and weight

WWW.SITETEC.NL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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USED UNITS

RENTAL UNITS

RENTAL UNITS

USED UNITS

Check out SiteTec’s complete rental fleet. With our rental equipment
we support various projects. When all your units are in use, we are
happy to support you with our equipment! You recognize our rental
fleet by the orange SiteTec color. Check our rental fleet by scanning
the QR code.

SiteTec offers a range of pre-owned equipment.
We offer the equipment in different conditions and with different
guarantees. Check our current offer by scanning the QR code.
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PARTS & TOOLS

EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

PARTS & TOOLS

EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

SiteTec offers additional parts and tools for all equipment used on
drilling job sites. We understand the importance of preventing machine
down time. Therefore, in our warehouse of 350 m³, we keep stock of
most equipment and parts, ready for dispatch the same day.
PARTS
Our range of parts exist of Original Equipment
Manufacturer Parts (OEM) and Independent
Aftermarket Parts (IAM). SiteTec has most Aftermarket
Parts produced by AMTEQ as we are an exclusive
AMTEQ dealer.
In the units in our branche different pumps are used.
For all these pumps several wear parts are kept in
stock or can be delivered by SiteTec. We keep this
extensive range in stock for quick delivery to ensure
minimum down time for our customers.

TOOLS
To complete our service we offer a full line of additional
equipment. All of these tools are tested by us and our
customers. All tools we sell are of such a good quality
that SiteTec fully supports them. We have excellent
experience with a number of brands and we built
sustainable partnerships with them.

Oruc
Oruc is a German company specializing in the auto
motive and water hydraulics sectors. Its water
hydraulics business division manufactures industrial
pumps and high pressure valves in Ratingen, following
a long tradition of pump manufacturing leading back
to 1926. The knowledge and experience used in the
manufacturing is visibly shown in the high standard
and quality of their manufacturing.
Oruc continues a long tradition of pump manufacturing
in Ratingen. In 2019, Oruc has taken over the production
premises of Schäfer & Urbach, where it has all started
in 1926. The key staff of the water hydraulics division
has a high degree of competence and experience in
that field, among them are former Schäfer & Urbach
employees. The modular design of the solid built and
very reliable pumps is consistent with Oruc´s principles
of proven design and operational reliability. A range
of several pumps with a capacity up to 3600 ltrs/min
for horizontal and vertical drilling fit perfectly into our
units. All pumps are easy accessible for maintenance
and have compact dimensions.

Amteq
AMTEQ has more than 25 years of experience in the
HDD and vertical drilling business. They are a very
important and strong supplier of OEM and after sales
products. They can serve the industry with the best
quality products and offering the best solutions for
all different drilling projects. They are a stable and
reliable supplier, who are able to deliver quickly, offer
the best quality with good service for a very competitive
price.
In most SiteTec units a AMTEQ centrifugal pump is
used. AMTEQ‘s centrifugal pumps of the Mud Max
250 + Mud Max Compact series have been designed
for extreme applications and for the toughest
require- ments. To meet these requirements, we are
offering a product on the market which stands out
by its extremely powerful use and allows maximum
duty applications. Other important criteria include
its straightforward operation and excellent repair
capability under all field conditions.

Water Hydraulics Division

Precision

22

|

Quality

|

Reliability
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Centrifugal Pump Series 250

Mud Max
Mud Max Compact
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EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

LaValley Industries
LaValley Industries is an American company founded in
2005 and a pioneer when it comes to innovative safety
tools. The TONGHAND and the DECKHAND are the
future of safety regulations on construction sites.
LaValley Industries tools are strong, safe and versatile
and are revolutionizing the way loads are handled.
With unparalleled speed and precision, they surpass
all other pipe handling tools. These tools eliminate
risks and danger and work efficiently, which saves
personnel costs.
Learn more about the TONGHAND®
Engineered to be the HDD industry’s ultimate exitside tool, TONGHAND® by LaValley Industries allows
drill rod to be torqued and un-torqued with precision
by a single operator from the comfort and safety of
the excavator cab. TONGHAND® eliminates the use
of back-breaking wrenches and removes personnel
from working in danger zones. TONGHAND®
mounts to any brand of excavator - the excavator’s
auxiliary hydraulics safely and efficiently power the
TONGHAND® system. The TONGHAND®’s telescoping
roller arms are used to pick up drill rod and securely
lift, tilt, shift, rotate and precisely position a single rod
or drill string under the total control of the operator.
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EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

The patented TongVise™ easily makes and breaks joints
with guaranteed precision. Whether working with drill
rod, subs, reamers or other tooling, the TONGHAND®
saves you time and money, while improving job-site.
Learn more about the DECKHAND®
Engineered around optimal safety, the DECKHAND®
by LaValley Industries allows precise load handling
and placement without the need for a ground crew
working in the vicinity of moving pipe, poles or road
mats. DECKHAND® is designed to work safely in any
weather condition, including wind, mud, snow and
ice. The DECKHAND® system is a modular design
that consists of a main head unit used with a variety
of interchangeable arms. The main head mounts
to any brand of excavator - the excavator’s auxiliary
hydraulics then safely and efficiently power the
DECKHAND® system. The interchangeable arms are
used to pick up pipe, poles, casings or road mats and
securely lift, lower, rotate, and tilt the load under the
total control of the operator. Arms can grip securely
from an offcenter position, allowing maximum control
in areas with tight accessibility.

Rotaflow
Rotaflow is a specialist designer and manufacturer
of Swivel Joints. Swivel Joints allow fluids to be
transferred across rotating interfaces. Our customers
use the Swivel in different ways. On drilling rigs,
but also during other processes at a job site. The
power that enables rotation, pulling or pumping is
impressive. The SK series is ranging in size from DN
25 (1”) to DN 150 (6” nominal bore) the SK series can
be supplied with most available end fittings. Threaded
Swivels, BSPT, BSPP, NPT etc are often supplied up
to DN 80 (3”). Flanges, Hubs and Hammer Lug Unions
are available as required. As a dealer of Rotaflow in
Europe, besides a fast delivery time and competitive
prices, we have a lot of knowledge about the use of
these Swivel Joints.
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Scorpion
Scorpion Oil Tools, located in Houston, manufactures
and sells make up and break out hydraulic chain
tongs for the resource drilling (oil drilling, gas
drilling, mining, water well drilling, and others) and
construction industries. Also called breakout units,
Scorpion tongs (which look like a Scorpion when in an
open position) are safer than manual tongs and can
be operated in both vertical and horizontal positions.
We offer a wide range of tools that can fit any drilling
application, including a bucking unit configuration
(horizontal makeup / breakout machine), as well
as portable breakout tongs. All Scorpion units can
operate as torquing machines and breakout machines.
We offer several Scorpion tongs and breakout units.
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SERVICE

CONTACT

Before

CONTACT
To be of very best possible service and support to our customers
SiteTec has an extensive international dealer network. Our customers
benefit of a local contact without language barriers and local
engineers. Find your local dealer on our website.
After

SERVICE
Inhouse and on- site service

Different ways of Overhauling

Next to the high standard and quality of our products,
we value delivering a complete package. Our units
are including a user manual of the unit, manuals of
all components used, electrical and hydraulically
schedules. A CE declaration, a warranty card and
service registration. Our service doesn’t end after
shipment. Our mechanical engineers service units
when needed, in house or on site.

Our units last for many years because of our way of
building. After intensive use, overhauling is the perfect
solution! This ensures that the unit can contribute to
many successful drilling meters again. A unit can be
overhauled according to factory standard in different
levels. From just replacing pipework, reconditioning
the pump, to fully sandblasting and repainting the unit.
Anything a customer wants is possible!
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CALL +31 343 595 400
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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SiteTec B.V.
Molenvliet 28, 3961 MV Wijk bij Duurstede, The Netherlands
+31 343 595 400 | info@sitetec.nl

